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Activity 01: Choose the right answer. (10 Points)  

1- Which of the following is an alloy made primarily from iron and carbon ? 

A- Iron / b- Steel / C- Aluminum  

2- Which of the following has a higher melting point? 

A- Iron / b- Steel 

3- Which of the following is more malleable?  

A- Iron / b- Steel 

4- Iron rusts more easily than steel 

A- True / b- False  

5- Which of the following is stronger?  

A- Iron / b- Steel  

6- Iron is commonly used in the construction of buildings and infrastructure. 

A- True / b- False  

7- What is condensation? 

a) The process of a gas turning into a solid / b- The process of a gas turning into a liquid 

8- On a sunny day, a puddle of water starts to disappear gradually. What process is occurring? 

A- Condensation / b- Evaporation  

9- Which of the following is an example of condensation? 

A- Frost forming on a window on a cold morning/ b- water evaporating from a pond. 

 



10- Evaporation is : 

 A- The process where water vapor becomes liquid / b- The process where liquid water becomes a vapor. 

 

Activity 02: Decide which Parts of speech are The underlined words. (7 points) 

1- wow! How beautiful you are! (Interjection)  

2- you have to believe in yourself if you ever expect to be successful at something (Pronoun)  

3- we enjoyed a delicious meal at the restaurant (Adjective) 

4- the weather was very cold  (Adverb of degree) 

5- the team won the championship game (Verb) 

6- I went to Canada last year (Preposition)  

7- please pass me the salt. (Noun)  

 

Activity 03: Rewrite the sentence « b » so that it means the same as sentence « a ». (Active and  

passive voice). (3 points)  

1- The steel industry plays a crucial role in the economy. 

A crucial role in the economy is played by the steel industry. 

2- The company specializes in producing high- quality stainless steel products. 

High-quality stainless steel products are produced by the company. 

3- The beautiful sunset painted the sky with vibrant colors. 

The sky was painted by the beautiful sunset with vibrant colors. 

                                                                                  

                                                                                    Good luck. 


